Project Update: May 2020

Progress 1.
The following video was aired at the International Congress of Conservation Biology in Kuala Lumpur, 2019. It highlights my work in Rimbang Baling supported by DEFRA - IWT. I think would be nice to put together as progress parallel to our future and may be put on my RSG webpage, to show the work are reconsidered and recognised:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eM3SXHT]7_k

Progress 2.
We have made progress with an international forum to share our approach with the “Workshop on Islamic Approaches to Conservation in 2019, ICCB KL.

https://conbio.org/groups/working-groups/religion-and-conservation-biology/

Progress 3:
Here also, another partner is now similarly using a religious moral approach for the prevention of forest fires, involving hundreds of clerics we trained to take action to restore peatland habitat.